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Please tell us a short story about someone who has benefited from this funding.
“Andrew suddenly burst into song - Mona Lisa, ‘the Nat King Cole version’, he stressed. His musical 
facilitators had no idea he could sing.” Victoria Harbutt, Producer, ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’.

Andrew joined the ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ program in 2016. The oldest of the musicians, with an 
encyclopaedic knowledge of music, electronics, politics and everything else, Andrew is perhaps the most 
vulnerable of the musicians, Since the death of his mother 25 years ago he has lived in and out of hostels 
and hospitals and spent some years on the street. A tough and complex man, he lives with a combination 
of autism; a bipolar disorder and obesity and while he can certainly be abrasive and abusive he is also 
astute and witty. Andrew’s participation in ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ has been transformational 
– and not only for him.

Andrew had never visited an art gallery, was sceptical about the project and art in general … he only 
agreed to participate after the promise of a private viewing of French themed artwork, “ ‘cause no ones 
flyin’ me to France …’

With his limited mobility Andrew wasn’t able to go on a tour of the Gallery, he was shown directly to the 
small Prints Room to view photos, etchings and drawings that related to his French/Spanish heritage, of 
which he knew little. 

He stood to look at the pictures – he doesn’t often stand. He spoke eloquently, linking topic to topic 
seamlessly - as is his fashion, with detail about the places and people depicted.  He responded to an 
engraving of Louis 14thin full wig and regalia with a single word, “feral”. 

The small group assembled were rapt; Andrew had delivered an intelligent, funny, emotional and unique 
curatorial talk. And he sang…and continues to sing.



Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.
The immediate impact is that the participating musicians gained a greater understanding of their work and 
themselves within the wider context of professional industry practice.  Their capacity, confidence, 
creativity and performance skills increased to the extent that they were able to create extraordinary 
music, and perform in public spaces. This was particularly poignant with regard to the high needs, non-
verbal musicians of The Morning Session.  
Project outcomes to date include:
• Increased music production, with 15 new tracks released to digital platforms;
• A commitment by the Sydney Opera House to co-produce two ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ albums
- a solo album by singer songwriter Jerrah Patston, 'Live from the Utzon Room’, and a compilation of 
ambient music by The ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ Morning Session group. This is due to the quality of the 
work recorded in the weekly studio sessions and live performances including at the Art Gallery of NSW;
• Increased organisational capacity to assist the musicians in performance. The sensitivities and
logistics are complex and involve specialist transport and at least one - sometimes two - support workers; 
• Development and diversification of participant’s interests. Musician Paolo Donia’s private viewing
of exquisite drawings in the Study Room of the Art Gallery of NSW inspired his existing animation 
practice, and a new animation and soundtrack telling the story of artist Roy de Maistre, the project’s muse 
is currently in production.

Another impact was I.C.E.’s ability to leverage an additional $17,500 for ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ from 
Crown Resorts Foundation and Packer Family Foundation funding as a result of the TFN grant.  In 
addition, I.C.E. was also able to leverage support from project partner ASPECT, resulting in continued 
funding support and participation into June 2018. 

Furthermore, the pitch training component of the funding process has enabled I.C.E. to focus and hone 
our messaging, presentation and communication skills. The pitch aspect was initially terrifying but it was 
certainly worth it, increasing confidence across the organisation, from producers to board members. This 
enabled us to present more effectively in other competitive grant situations. Our success in receiving a 
$100,0000 grant from Impact100 Sydney North is a direct result of what was learned from the Funding 
Network’s training sessions. 

Finally, the grant impacted indirectly on the Art Gallery of NSW. The Manager of the Study Room was 
inspired by sessions with musicians to look at potential new curatorial models. Discussion is now in 
progress to continue the project through 2018 (including the presentation of public curatorial talks by 
‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ participants Andrew Barrett and Clare Brown in late 2018). 
  “a shining example of how inspired, dynamic and flexible programming can break down barriers to 
social, creative and educative participation and community engagement...” Deborah Jones, AGNSW, 
Study Room Coordinator.



Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used
I.C.E. was able to secure funding from ASPECT (arising from the TFN funding) to pay three facilitators 
($6,216.00).  As a result, the TFN funds were directed instead to extend the project past the initial 30 
June date, to the end of the 2018 program.  I.C.E. also used the funds to purchase equipment including a 
computer for Andrew, musical instruments and audio equipment.  Importantly, we also paid the 
musicians, building confidence as well as an understanding of the profession of music.   A breakdown of 
the costs is:

$27,733.00
$11,942.45

TFN funding received
Instruments, audio and laptop:
Carried over to extend the project to Dec 2018: $15,790.55

Throughout the project, I.C.E also provided the following in-kind support:
Venue @ community rate (I.C.E. in-kind):     $11,232.00
ICE Staff in-kind (Producer, IT and Venue):  $12,045.00
Total in-kind: $23,493.00

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch
Due to the complex nature of the project, some aspects of the program changed and developed. Funding 
was not spent on creating the 5-track album. This initiative will now take place later in the year, as will the 
video component. As participants had never previously been into an art gallery, growing their capacity to 
look at visual art as relevant to music creating was a slow and delicate process.  In place of the album 
and video component, participants engaged in a live performance at the Art Gallery of NSW, creating and 
performing music that related directly to the artworks with which they had engaged.

How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN
funding?
• 50 sessional program participants
• 24 carers and family members
• 3 facilitators
• 1 guest artist/collaborator
• 17 I.C.E. producers staff and 8 board members
• 3 Art Gallery of NSW staff
• 100 Live Audience from performance at Art Gallery of NSW
• 100, 000 Broadcast Audience from radio interviews
• 65 guests at Breakfast@ I.C.E.
• 7,126 social media followers engaged through I.C.E.’s Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
channels.



What measures did you use to assess the impact?
‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ has effectively demonstrated how the collaboration between the disability 
sector, community arts and key arts organisations can break down barriers to participation in order to 
engage and connect with wider and more mainstream audiences. Such collaborations also provide an 
exemplary model of more inclusive arts practice.

Whilst many I.C.E. projects would be measured through traditional KPIs and pre and post-program 
surveys, the nature of the ‘Razzle Dazzle Orchestra’ project means that such metrics were done via 
observed creative and personal improvements by participants, facilitators/artists, families and carers, as 
well as the wider response from audience. The following were clearly observed:

Participants
• Increase in confidence, communication, social and creative skills, and willingness to perform;
• Expanded personal and professional relationships and support networks. This has been identified
through the continuation of the project and partnership with the Art Gallery of NSW into 2018, as well as 
through offers to perform at a number of festivals and music venues in Sydney and the Blue Mountains;
• As a result of the program some of the participants have diversified their artistic practice
• Increased revenue for participating musicians through digital sales.

Facilitators & Wider Community
• Positive impact on the facilitators, both personally and professionally;
• Increased industry recognition and appreciation of the unique work of the musicians;
• Increased engagement and interest from industry and wider audiences;
• Increased employment opportunities for facilitators

Industry & Media
• Media interest and further collaborations/partnerships with key organisations such as the Sydney
Opera House increased visibility for musicians on the autism spectrum; 
• New model for arts best practice, moving away from ‘music therapy-based’ programs

“[Razzle Dazzle Orchestra] fits best practice and modern thinking about autism which recognises and 
channels a person’s strengths and interests, allowing them to flourish in mainstream settings.” Dr Tom 
Tutton - National Manager, Aspect Practice

1. I.C.E. has undergone a fundamental shift over the past 12 months in terms of how we perceive and
present ourselves. We continue to develop clearer and more consistent messaging both internally (board 
and staff) as well as on our website and social media platforms. We now understand the need to get our 
message out not only to our project participants but also to the wider community.
2. We introduced methodologies and systems, including a new database, to support our philanthropic
partners and other stakeholders. At the same time we established a Fundraising and Development Team 
comprising a Fundraising Manager (1 day per week), a Digital Communications Manager (part-time, 
becoming full time in February 2018), and a Development Officer (4 days per week).   
3. I.C.E. produced an inaugural supporter-focused event – Breakfast@ I.C.E. to showcase what we do
and why we do it. Guests were drawn from a wide group of stakeholders, including our philanthropic 
supports.  Jerrah Patson, an Orchestra member, provided a rousing conclusion to the event by 
performing his own songs, including an encore.

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event



Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met
through TFN? 
No

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from
anyone you met through TFN? 
No

How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We wouldn’t have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other
sources you did not meet through TFN?
Yes

How much and from whom?
The pitch coaching was instrumental in I.C.E.’s ability to leverage an additional $17,500 for ‘Razzle 
Dazzle Orchestra’ from Crown Resorts Foundation and Packer Family Foundation as well as being able 
to leverage support from project partner ASPECT, resulting in continued funding support and participation 
into June 2018. Our success in receiving a $100,0000 grant from Impact100 Sydney North is a direct 
result of what was learned from the Funding Network’s training sessions. Less directly, the confidence 
and clarity we gained through the coaching and mentoring continues to inform every grant application and 
project pitch we develop.

What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?
We experienced a range of unexpected and very enjoyable benefits, including:
• Discovering some wonderful organisations and inspiring projects that we had not been previously
aware of;
• Meeting engaged and passionate individuals whose interest in our work extended beyond simply
making a tax-deductible donation. The desire of Funding Network members to make a meaningful 
difference was both humbling and motivating;
• Expanding our horizons and understanding more about the Australian philanthropic landscape;
• Increased team pride in our organization and that the sky’s the limit!

Do you have any other comments or feedback  on the TFN experience or funding process?
The experience was initially terrifying and ultimately exhilarating. Having to pitch was confronting and a 
great learning curve. We came out the other end better and stronger, and would recommend it to other 
small non-profits. In terms of other comments, we’ve selected a small sample of what others have said 
about the project. We think the comments speak more eloquently than we can. 

“We love their emphasis on creation of new work and their high standards in helping these musicians find 
and realise their vision so it's a great pleasure for us to host this remarkable project.” Ben Marshall, Head 
of Contemporary Music, Sydney Opera House / Curator, VIVID Live




